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On behalf of the European Central Bank (ECB) and the co-organizers – the Centre for Economic Policy
Research (CEPR) and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) – I am pleased to
welcome you to the Symposium “Climate Change, Finance and Green Growth”. While all of us would
certainly have preferred to convene in person, the event’s virtual format does at least have the welcome
side effect of lowering our carbon footprint.

The programme of the Symposium is highly topical: it features six state-of-the-art academic papers and a
moderated discussion focusing on the interaction between climate policies, financial markets and
sustainable development.

The Symposium underscores the ECB’s commitment to better understand the consequences of climate
change for output and inflation, to explore the role that central banks can play in fostering the transition to
a low-carbon economy, and to support high-quality academic research on climate change.

In view of the Symposium’s agenda, my opening remarks will focus on the scope for the ECB to contribute
to the global fight against climate change. While this topic is also an important element of the ECB’s
ongoing monetary policy strategy review, my remarks should not be seen as an indication of its eventual
outcome.[ ]

A global challenge for everybody
There can be no doubt that broad-based action is urgently needed to mitigate climate change and its
consequences.

The primary responsibility for climate change policies clearly lies with governments. Under the European
Green Deal, the EU has recently adopted a broad range of initiatives to accelerate the transition to a green
economy.[ ]

But although governments have to lead the charge against climate change, the global and all-
encompassing nature of this historic challenge means that everybody has to consider how they can
contribute. This applies in particular to policymakers, including central banks.[ ]

Global carbon pricing alone, while being seen by many economists as the key tool in addressing climate
change, will not be sufficient to ensure a swift transition to a carbon-free economy.

Financial markets play an essential part in funding this transition. This was one of the main messages of
President Lagarde’s recent speech on a “green capital markets union”.[ ] Recent evidence points to the

crucial role of banks in funding energy-efficient investment projects.[ ] Empirical studies also suggest that
high equity investment underpins the transition by flexibly allocating funding to low-carbon sectors, as well
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as by supporting green innovation in carbon-intensive sectors.[ ] Finally, research indicates that green
bond issuance by companies may be associated with an improvement in their environmental performance.
[ ]

However, environmental externalities due to missing or insufficient carbon pricing mechanisms continue to
distort the pricing of climate risks by financial markets, thus decelerating the green transition.[ ] Since

climate change is partially irreversible, such delays could prove detrimental.[ ]

In fact, the preliminary results of the ECB’s ongoing economy-wide climate stress test illustrate that the
magnitude of long-term physical climate change risks by far exceeds the short-term transition costs
associated with more stringent mitigation policies, as described by Vice President de Guindos in a recent
blog post.[ ] Other research corroborates the finding that an early and orderly transition is likely to reduce

the extent of economic disruption associated with climate change.[ ]

Central banks can act as a catalyst to facilitate an orderly transition towards a greener economy.[ ]

Although central banks’ leeway to address climate risks within the remit of their mandate is still subject to
debate[ ], there are an increasing number of commentators who argue that central banks should take the

implications of climate change into account.[ ]

First, central banks should ensure that climate risks are adequately incorporated both in their own risk
management and in that of the financial institutions they supervise. Second, central banks can have an
important role in fostering climate-related information disclosure by firms and financial institutions.[ ]

Finally, central banks have an array of potential instruments at their disposal to incentivise the issuance of
green financial products.[ ]

However, we need to proceed with caution: as a European institution with statutory independence, the
ECB is strictly bound by the provisions of the Union’s legal framework.[ ]

Before considering specific avenues to address the implications of climate change, we therefore need to
thoroughly explore whether the Treaties provide a sound legal basis for the ECB to support society’s
collective effort to combat climate change.

The legal basis for ECB policy action
Both our primary and our secondary mandate provide potential legal foundations for the ECB to consider
its role in addressing the challenges arising from climate change.[ ]

In fact, as I have argued previously, our primary mandate requires us to take climate change into account
if its consequences pose a threat to price stability in the euro area.[ ] Emerging evidence suggests that
climate change may indeed hamper the transmission of monetary policy to the real economy, affect
potential growth as well as the equilibrium real interest rate, and increase macroeconomic volatility.[ ]

If climate change does pose a danger to price stability, the provisions of the Union’s legal framework
dictate that the ECB would need to take – possibly pre-emptive – action to safeguard the continued
fulfilment of our primary mandate.[ ]

Our secondary mandate could provide an additional justification for taking climate change into
consideration in our monetary policy decisions: it obliges the ECB to ensure that our measures support the
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general economic policies in the EU, with the important restriction that our actions must not prejudice our
price stability objective.[ ] Our supporting role means, however, that we neither have the primary
responsibility for these policies nor the power for autonomous policy-making to address climate change.

The high priority that European policymakers have attached to climate policies can guide the ECB when
carrying out its supportive role and help justify the incorporation of climate change considerations into our
monetary policy framework under our secondary mandate.

These considerations imply that the Treaties provide a solid legal basis to explore the ECB’s leeway for
policy action under the primary and secondary mandates. But even a favourable legal assessment would
still beg the question of how the ECB should operationalise its policy support to accelerate the green
transition.

What could the ECB do?
A growing number of policy proposals suggest that the ECB should modify its monetary policy framework
in order to more explicitly address climate considerations. The public debate has largely focused on our
asset purchases.

However, the implementation of our asset purchase programmes is only one potential lever the ECB
could use to address climate change. There is a wide spectrum of other possible avenues that the ECB
and other central banks could pursue to contribute to the global fight against climate change.

It is widely acknowledged that the ECB should adapt its macroeconomic models to better integrate
climate change-related risks into our monetary policy decisions. Such an adjustment of our models will, for
example, improve our theoretical and empirical understanding of how climate risks affect the monetary
policy transmission mechanism.

Any climate change policy hinges on the availability of reliable data. The ECB can contribute to
developing statistical indicators at granular and aggregated levels. The availability of better data could, in
turn, underpin harmonised climate-related disclosures. There is substantial scope for progress on these
fronts and the ECB could lend crucial support to initiatives in these areas.

For example, we have already committed to enhancing our own climate-related disclosures by measuring
greenhouse gas emissions and other sustainability metrics of our activities, starting with our non-monetary
policy portfolios.[ ] This endeavour builds on the extensive work that has already been conducted by the
Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS), chaired by my colleague Frank Elderson, and the
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD).[ ]

Furthermore, we could amend our collateral framework, for example by including innovative financial
products as eligible collateral, as we have recently done with the acceptance of sustainability-linked bonds
[ ], or by linking the eligibility as collateral to more comprehensive disclosures, reflecting European
legislation such as the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD). Such a step could support the
development of consistent disclosure practices across Europe.

There is also scope to incorporate climate risks into our stress tests, both in our own risk management
practices and in our supervisory activities. The ECB is currently conducting a comprehensive top-down
stress test to evaluate the risks associated with economy-wide climate exposures.[ ] In 2022, the ECB will

complement this work by carrying out a separate supervisory climate stress test of individual banks.[ ]

Finally, central banks can contribute to cutting-edge academic research on the macroeconomic
ramifications of climate change. The ECB’s research department is working on an ambitious climate
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change research agenda and aims at further intensifying the exchange with other central banks and with
the academic community. This Symposium is an example of institutional collaboration that advances the
current frontier of knowledge.

These considerations have three important implications for the ECB.

First, central banks have a range of instruments at their disposal. While our mandate imposes certain
restrictions on our ability to act, combining some or all of these instruments could serve as a powerful
contribution to accelerating the green transition.

Second, despite the variety of the instruments in the toolkit, they all have one thing in common: they show
that central banks can act as a catalyst and thought leader by prompting other financial market
participants to pre-emptively enhance their analysis of and resilience to climate risks.

Third, the array of possible tools suggests that central banks should employ an all-encompassing
approach in adjusting their instruments and monetary policy framework to enhance climate protection,
within the remit of their respective mandate.

This includes scrutinising well-established conceptual frameworks that have previously guided the
implementation of our monetary policy.

In the context of the ECB’s asset purchases, the shortcomings of the market neutrality principle illustrate
the need to reconsider the merit of previous practices that may be at odds with fostering the transition to a
carbon-neutral economy.

From market neutrality to market efficiency
So far, the market neutrality principle has guided the implementation of our private sector asset
purchase programmes.[ ] Other central banks have followed similar principles to reduce price distortions

from their asset purchases.[ ]

While the concept of market neutrality is related to the Treaty principle[ ] of “an open market economy
with free competition, favouring an efficient allocation of resources”, it is not per se a rule in primary law.

The ECB already now deviates from market neutrality in several instances. For example, the application of
eligibility criteria for purchases implies that the ECB’s bond holdings are not necessarily proportional to
market capitalisation.[ ] Furthermore, under the public sector purchase programme (PSPP) and the
pandemic emergency purchase programme (PEPP), sovereign bond purchases are guided by the ECB’s
capital key rather than market capitalisation.

As I have argued before, the existence of climate externalities implies that we have to reconsider the
notion of market neutrality.[ ] In the presence of market failures, adhering to the market neutrality principle

may reinforce pre-existing inefficiencies that give rise to a suboptimal allocation of resources.[ ]

The Treaty clearly stipulates that the ECB should pursue its mandate by favouring an efficient allocation of
resources.[ ] If the market misprices the risks associated with climate change, adhering to the market
neutrality principle may instead support a market structure that hampers an efficient allocation of
resources.

In view of such market failures, it seems appropriate to replace the market neutrality principle by a
market efficiency principle.
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Such a principle would explicitly recognise that a supposedly “neutral” market allocation may be
suboptimal in the presence of externalities. It would allow us to acknowledge that market failures may
drive a wedge between market prices on the one hand and efficient asset values that internalise
externalities on the other.

Nevertheless, in line with the provisions of the Treaties, considering climate externalities under the market
efficiency principle would need to be consistent with maintaining a functioning price discovery mechanism.
Furthermore, monetary policy implementation in line with the market efficiency principle would need to
remain without prejudice to our primary mandate of safeguarding price stability.

One possible objection to the market efficiency principle is that efforts to mitigate environmental
externalities could be counterproductive, as they might simply amplify other types of market failures.

However, this objection cannot provide a justification for refraining from action altogether. A classic finding
in the economic literature – the theory of second best – illustrates that, in the presence of many market
failures, leaving one failure unaddressed is suboptimal. Conversely, addressing a particular market failure
has the potential to improve the overall allocation of resources, even if it worsens some other market
failure.[ ]

Nevertheless, transitioning from the market neutrality principle to the market efficiency principle would
entail implementation challenges.

Implementation considerations
The application of the market neutrality principle implies that our corporate sector purchase programme
(CSPP) currently exhibits an inherent bias towards large firms in carbon-intensive industries.[ ] This
emission bias appears to be driven by firms’ underlying issuance behaviour: large firms in carbon-
intensive sectors are more likely to enter the bond market, which results in the ECB’s CSPP portfolio
having a relatively high emission intensity.[ ]

In greening its asset portfolio, the ECB could pursue several alternative strategies. Some have argued that
we should implement outright exclusion policies – also known as negative screening policies – by stopping
purchases of bonds issued by polluting sectors.[ ] Such policies have the drawback that they would
eliminate incentives for firms in carbon-intensive sectors to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions.

Another possibility would be to pursue a more sophisticated “tilting strategy” under which the ECB could
adjust its monetary policy operations more gradually in line with sustainability considerations.[ ] The
operational implementation of such a tilting strategy also faces hurdles, for both our private and our public
sector purchases.[ ]

For our private sector asset purchases, a tilting of the ECB’s purchases could, in principle, reduce
potential mispricing.[ ] Given the still nascent state of the green bond market, tilting towards this particular
market may, however, adversely affect market liquidity or unduly influence the price discovery mechanism.
Therefore, one could consider tilting strategies that also favour issuers that have a clear path and
commitment to reducing their greenhouse gas emissions. Tilting strategies could be performed at the level
of sectors, firms or bonds.

Considering climate-related criteria in our public sector purchases poses even bigger challenges. First,
our public sector purchases are typically guided by the capital key, thus limiting the scope for tilting
strategies. Second, green bonds currently account for only a negligible share of public sector issuance in
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the euro area.[ ] Third, the availability of comparable climate-related data for sovereign issuers is limited.
[ ]

These and other considerations are key elements of our ongoing strategy review. In line with a recent
NGFS publication[ ], we will carefully evaluate potential implementation strategies based on their
potential contributions to mitigating climate change, their operational feasibility, their capacity to reduce our
own risk exposure, and their consequences for monetary policy effectiveness.

Despite these implementation challenges, it is imperative that central banks ambitiously explore the scope
for adjusting their monetary policy operations to take climate change into account within the limits of their
legal mandate.

Conclusion
Let me conclude.

Even though governments should assume the leading role in the global fight against climate change,
central banks cannot remain idle. As part of society’s collective effort to combat global warming, we have a
responsibility to explore our capacity to act.

Financial markets play a pivotal role in funding green innovation. Central banks, in turn, can help guide the
actions of market participants. By providing early indications of our planned policy measures and setting
an example for other financial market participants, we can act as a catalyst to help accelerate society’s
transition to a carbon-neutral economy in line with our mandate.

Our ongoing strategy review provides an opportunity to reflect on the adequacy of concepts such as the
market neutrality principle and to explore ideas for other benchmarks that could guide the implementation
of our asset purchases. A transition from the market neutrality principle to the market efficiency principle
would be an important step in acknowledging the presence of climate externalities.

However, the consequences of any potential policy initiatives need to be thoroughly evaluated against the
limitations stipulated by the Treaties. Our measures must always remain without prejudice to our primary
mandate of safeguarding price stability.

The joint ECB/CEPR/EBRD Symposium offers a timely opportunity to discuss the immense challenges
posed by climate change. We look forward to hearing your views on how all of us – academics and
policymakers alike – can contribute to understanding and tackling one of the greatest challenges of our
time.

Thank you for your attention.
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methodology for analysing and reporting the carbon impact of sovereign bonds is comparatively less

advanced than for other types of fixed income instruments (including corporate bonds). Currently, data

providers mostly follow a production-based approach. Under this approach, a country’s greenhouse gas

(GHG) emissions are aggregated based on a territorial definition of production. This definition solely

considers where the emissions are originally generated, regardless of the final destination of goods and

services. The production-based approach therefore ignores the impact of carbon leakage, whereby richer

and highly regulated countries “export” GHG emissions to jurisdictions with less stringent regulation.

44. See NGFS (2021), op. cit.
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